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Abstract: In this study, the channel potential of inhibited strings in 3D NAND flash memory using a
bandgap-engineered tunneling oxide (BE-TOX) structure is analyzed. The equivalent oxide thickness
(EOT) of the structure using BE-TOX was designed to be the same as the conventional 3D NAND
flash memory, and the channel potentials of the down coupling phenomenon (DCP) and natural local
self-boosting (NLSB) effect were analyzed. As a result, the BE-TOX structure was confirmed to have a
higher channel potential in the DCP and NLSB than the conventional structure, making it relatively
effective for program disturbance. The main reason for the difference in the channel potential between
the BE-TOX and conventional structures is that adjacent cells have different threshold voltages (Vth).
When the same program voltage (VPGM) and program time (TPGM) were applied during the program
operation, Vth decreased in the BE-TOX structure, which increased the channel potential when DCP
and NLSB occurred. Finally, a simulation was conducted by varying the thicknesses of the oxide and
nitride in the BE-TOX structure. Despite the EOT being fixed and the thicknesses of both nitride and
oxide being varied, the channel potential was affected.

Keywords: 3D NAND flash memory; bandgap-engineered tunneling oxide (BE-TOX); inhibited
string; channel potential; down coupling phenomenon (DCP); natural local self-boosting (NLSB)

1. Introduction

Semiconductors have continually been developed to improve their density and per-
formance. The conventional memory structure used to be 2D NAND flash; however,
owing to structural limitations of being further scaled down, it was changed to 3D NAND
flash memory [1–6]. However, the size of 3D NAND flash memory is also approaching
its limit. To address these issues, alternative methods for improving the performance
and increasing integration have been proposed. One such method involves modifying
the device’s structure. For example, the bandgap-engineered tunneling oxide (BE-TOX)
structure [7,8] has been reported to enhance key memory metrics such as fortifying device
reliability and increasing speed. The BE-TOX structure has the advantage of a high erase
speed through fast hole tunneling [9,10] and the suppression of direct tunneling in low
electric fields by modifying the structure of the tunneling layer [11]. These advantages are
characteristic of the selected strings. However, the current structure constitutes multiple
strings that are extensively used; there exists an inhibited string that does not proceed with
program operation. Analysis of the inhibited string is necessary because the channel is
not directly connected to the body and can thus easily flow into a floating state, causing
various phenomena [12–15]. Therefore, the analysis of the inhibited channel is as impor-
tant as that of the selected string. During verify operation, the voltage of the Word Line
(WL) decreases, the WL of the adjacent cell is turned off, and the channel changes to a
floating state, resulting in a down coupling phenomenon (DCP) [16–18]. Subsequently, in
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program operation, electrons in the inhibited string channel are gathered in the selected WL
channel while the program pulse is applied to the selected WL, resulting in natural local
self-boosting (NLSB) [19,20]. DCP and NLSB must be analyzed because these phenomena
occur in the inhibited string, causing channel potential changes and affecting program
disturbances [21].

In this study, the channel potential of an inhibited string in a BE-TOX structure was
analyzed. The analysis was conducted by comparing the DCP and NLSB channel potentials
of the conventional and BE-TOX structures. In addition, the DCP and NLSB channel
potentials were analyzed by varying the thicknesses of the oxide and nitride layers in the
BE-TOX structure. The 3D technology computer-aided design (TCAD) tool, Sentaurus, was
used to analyze the channel potential [22].

2. Conventional and BE-TOX Structures of 3D NAND Flash Memory

Figure 1a shows the structure of a conventional 3D NAND flash memory. This
structure consists of a channel/tunneling layer (O)/trap layer (N)/blocking layer (O)/gate
structure. Figure 1b shows a BE-TOX structure that was changed to a channel/tunneling
layer (O1/N1/O2)/trap layer (N2)/blocking layer (O3)/gate by adding nitride to the
tunneling layer, which only uses oxide in the structure shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1a,b
show 16 WL (WL0–WL15), and the channel has a vertical structure. Because of its vertical
structure, the channel is not directly connected to the body, which can otherwise lead to a
floating state in the inhibited string [23–25].
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Figure 1. (a) Structure of conventional 3D NAND flash memory and (b) BE-TOX structure used in
the TCAD simulation.

Table 1 presents a summary of the parameters of the 3D NAND flash memory and
BE-TOX structure used in the simulation: gate length (WL), string select line (SSL), ground
select line (GSL), gate spacing, gate dielectrics (O/N/O), channel hole diameter, and poly-Si
channel thickness. In the BE-TOX structure, the thickness of the tunneling layer changed
to O1 (1.5 nm)/N1 (1.9 nm)/O2 (1.5 nm). N1 was set to 1.9 nm to match the equivalent
oxide thickness (EOT) with the conventional structure and because the nitride thickness of
the trap layer should not exceed 2 nm. Subsequently, the EOT was fixed, even when the
simulation was performed by varying the thicknesses of N1, O1, and O2 in the BE-TOX
structure. Figure 2a shows a band diagram of BE-TOX structure during program operation.
Figure 2b shows a timing diagram of the inhibited string simulation. To analyze DCP and
NLSB in both structures, the voltage condition was changed and assumed to be an inhibited
string and verify and program operations were performed. In the verify operation, all the
WL voltages were applied to Vpass, and when the verify operation ended, the voltages were
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decreased to 0 V. At this point, the voltage of WL decreases, adjacent cells are turned off
initially, and WL7 to WL9 change to a floating state. The phenomenon where the channel
potential of the floating state decreases is called DCP. Subsequently, at the programming
phase, the WL voltage was applied again. The channel maintains the floating state and
increases the voltage of the selected WL. Electrons in the channel gather at the selected WL
because of the potential difference, and the phenomenon where the channel potential of
the selected WL exceeds that of the adjacent WL is called NLSB. In the inhibited string, the
channel potential is related to the program disturbance. When the channel potential is high,
the difference between the program voltage and the potential decreases, and unwanted
programs can be prevented. For this reason, the higher the channel potential in DCP and
NLSB, the lower the probability of program disturbance.

Table 1. Parameters of conventional structure and BE-TOX structure.

Parameters 3D NAND Flash Memory BE-TOX

Gate length (WL) 40 nm 40 nm
Gate length (SSL, GSL) 150 nm 150 nm

Gate spacing 30 nm 30 nm
Gate dielectrics 4/8/8 nm (1.5/1.9/1.5)/8/8 nm

Channel hole diameter 80 nm 80 nm
Poly-Si channel thickness 10 nm 10 nm

Selected WL WL8 WL8
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Figure 2. (a) Band diagram of BE-TOX structure during program operation and (b) timing diagram
of inhibited string (VCC = 2 V, VPASS = VREAD (read voltage) = 6 V, VPGM = 18 V).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a graph comparing the conventional and BE-TOX structures of DCP
and NLSB. As seen in the graph showing a comparison of DCP in Figure 3a, the channel
potential of the BE-TOX structure was higher than the conventional structure. The NLSB is
confirmed in Figure 3b, which shows that the channel potential of the BE-TOX structure
is relatively high, making it more advantageous for program disturbances in inhibiting
strings than the conventional structure. The primary reason underlying the difference in
the DCP and NLSB of the channel potential is because of the variation in the Vth values
of the adjacent cells. The graph in Figure 3c shows a comparison of the Vth values of the
conventional and BE-TOX structures for adjacent cells. The program was executed using
the same VPGM and TPGM as in the programming operation, the BE-TOX structure was
found to have a lower Vth than the conventional structure. Additionally, to analyze the
inhibited string channel potential of the BE-TOX structure more accurately, a simulation
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was conducted by fixing the EOT and changing the thicknesses of N1, O1, and O2 in the
tunneling layer.
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Figure 3. (a) DCP, (b) NLSB, and (c) adjacent cell Vth graph of conventional structure and BE-TOX
structure.

Figure 4 shows a graph of the same process obtained by fixing the tunneling oxide EOT
thickness of the BE-TOX structure and adjusting the thicknesses of O1 and O2 according
to the thickness of N1. Figure 4a,b show that the thickness of N1 affects the channel
potential of the inhibited string. Figure 4a shows a DCP comparison graph for various
N1 thicknesses and conventional structures. The channel potential was highest when
the thickness of N1 was 1.5 nm. When the thickness of N1 decreased or increased from
1.5 nm, the channel potential decreased. Figure 4b shows an NLSB comparison graph for
various N1 thicknesses and conventional structures. Similar to the DCP graph, Figure 4b
shows that the channel potential was highest when the thickness of N1 was 1.5 nm. When
the thickness of N1 decreased or increased from 1.5 nm, the channel potential decreased.
Figure 4c shows the Vth comparison graph of adjacent cells for various N1 thicknesses and
conventional structures. Vth was lowest when the thickness of N1 was 1.5 nm. When the
thickness of N1 decreased or increased from 1.5 nm, Vt increased. As shown in Figure 4,
when the thicknesses of N1 were 1.5 nm and 1.9 nm, DCP, NLSB, and Vth differed slightly.
However, when the thickness of N1 was 1 nm, the difference increased because when
the thickness of N1 is below a certain value, the device cannot be operated with BE-TOX.
However, regardless of the N1 thickness of the BE-TOX structure, the channel potential was
higher in both the DCP and NLSB structures than in the conventional structure, making it
advantageous for program disturbance.
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Figure 5 shows the results of the same process after fixing both the EOT and N1
thicknesses of the tunneling oxide and changing the thicknesses of O1 and O2. Figure 5a,b
show that even when the EOT was fixed, the channel potential of the inhibited string was
affected by the change in the oxide thickness. Figure 5a shows a DCP comparison graph
of various O1 and O2 thicknesses. When the thickness of O1 increased and that of O2
decreased, the channel potential decreased. In other words, the channel potential increased
when the thickness of O1 decreased and the thickness of O2 increased. Figure 5b is the
NLSB comparison graph of various O1 and O2 thicknesses. Similar to the DCP graph, the
thickness of O1 increases while that of O2 decreases, and the channel potential decreases.
Figure 5c shows the adjacent cell Vth comparison graph for various O1 and O2 thicknesses.
Figure 5c shows that when the thickness of O1 increases and that of O2 decreases, Vt
increases. Figures 4 and 5 reveal that the difference in Vth significantly affects the channel
potential of the inhibited string, and it can be seen that even if the EOT is fixed, the channel
potential of the inhibited string is affected by the thickness change in N1, O1, and O2.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the channel potential of the inhibited string of the BE-TOX structure
was analyzed. The EOT values of both structures were equal. The same VPGM and TPGM
were applied, and the program operation was performed on adjacent cells, except for
WL7–WL9. Subsequently, the string state was inhibited, and the verify operation and
program operation were conducted to confirm the channel potential in the DCP and NLSB.
Therefore, the BE-TOX structure had higher channel potentials for both DCP and NLSB
than the conventional structure. In addition, simulations were conducted while fixing
the EOT of the BE-TOX structure and varying the thicknesses of N1, O1, and O2. The
channel potentials of the DCP and NLSB were the highest when the thickness of N1
was 1.5 nm. When the thickness of N1 decreased or increased from 1.5 nm, the channel
potential decreased. However, regardless of the thickness of N1, the BE-TOX structure had
a higher channel potential of the DCP and NLSB than the conventional structure, making
it advantageous for program disturbance. Finally, a simulation was conducted by fixing
the thicknesses of both the EOT and N1 and adjusting the O1 and O2 thicknesses of the
tunneling layer. When the thickness of O1 was increased and the thickness of O2 decreased,
the channel potentials of the DCP and NLSB decreased. The channel potentials of the DCP
and NLSB were correlated with the Vth values of the adjacent cells. The higher the Vth,
the lower the DCP and NLSB channel potentials, and the lower the Vth, the higher the
channel potentials of the DCP and NLSB. A higher channel potential results in a lower
probability of program disturbances in the inhibited string, which is another advantage of
the BE-TOX structure.
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